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COBRA SPEED
Lower body training, leg speed and
explosive power

Speed rope for lower body workout. Train starts, sprints, 
jumps and other lower body movements.

Get COBRA SPEED kit if you need to work on lower body. It’s 
a great tool for athletes who need to build up leg speed and 
explosive power, improve acceleration and reaction time – track 
& fi eld athletes, hockey, soccer, rugby and American football 
players.

SPEED kit is also very good for Judo specifi c movements and 
MMA takedowns. It can be used very e� ectively as a part of 
circuit training.

RECOMMENDED FOR

Coaches, trainers and athletes who need lower 
body speed and power.

TRAINING BENEFITS

» Lower body training, sprint and accelerate
 as hard as you can
» Build explosive power and strength of your 
 legs
» Improve your reaction time
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COBRA SPEED KIT

FEATURES

» Handcrafted in Europe, high safety standards and the most durable materials 
 guaranteed
» Safety sleeve made from water and abrasion resistant CORDURA, military grade 
 straps, parachute threads
» Variable anchoring for outdoors and indoors
» Steel and aluminium climbing carabiners tested for extreme forces, lockable to 
 prevent loss or theft
» Body attachments padded with neoprene for comfort
» Training manual with basic workouts included

FREE TRAINING APP

Pre-made workouts for every fi tness level, from beginner to pro. 
Create your own workouts, include exercises with GUN-eX and 
other training tools, make interval, ladder or pyramid timers.

AVAILABLE IN 2 RESISTANCE OPTIONS

300
LIGHT

700
HEAVY

suitable for fi tness (for men, women, youth)
recommended for 90% of use cases
rough equivalent of 30 kg/66 lbs force per one rope at maximum length

extremely di�  cult workout
recommended for strong men and professional athletes only
rough equivalent of 70 kg/155 lbs force per one rope at maximum length

Rope length 5,5 m / 18 ft

Maximum length 12 m / 40 ft

Package weight 3 kg / 6.6 lbs (for light resistance)
4.8 kg / 10.6 lbs (for heavy resistance)

PACKAGE CONTAINS

 1 × COBRA rope
 1 × unisex X-Harness
 1 × anchor strap
 2 × climbing carabiner
 1 × user manual
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